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THE PRODUCT

HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS CONTACTED COMMS365 LOOKING FOR
A SOLUTION THAT WOULD PROVIDE INSTANT INTERNET ACCESS

The Continuum Bonded
solution combines multiple 4G
services from different carriers
into a single high performance
internet connection, with
Quality of Service, as standard.

FOR A NEW WAREHOUSE IN A REMOTE LOCATION.
Nexon Group UK needed a high performance 4G connection

immediately, which they could use at their new location for just a short
period of time whilst waiting for their fixed line to be installed. Providing

immediate connectivity would allow them to start operating at the new

Delivered in a portable and
ruggedised unit that can be
plugged in the moment it
arrives on site, Continuum
provides rapid, high
performance internet services
to users.

warehouse straight away, to distribute highly demanded PPE equipment

Continuum is available for a
short term or temporary
contract which is often used
when a Fixed Line installation is
awaited.

With this in mind, Nexon Group selected a Continuum bonded Internet

during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Following a telephone call to scope out the project, it was quickly

established that in order to achieve the required performance and

speeds they desired, a bonded Internet solution would be more suitable
to handle the expected workload, compared to a single SIM connection.

solution with a 5-Bond 4G connection to support the new distribution
centre. This ensured that they were able to keep up with the high

demand for their PPE and cleaning equipment and efficiently dispatch
the orders to care homes and hospitals. Delays were avoided and the
PPE protective equipment was delivered.
The Nexon Group Director explained,
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fixed routable IP address with high speed connectivity and a VPN. This
meant that our new remote warehouse - which we moved into earlier
than expected without any fixed broadband - could continue to

provide essential PPE and other supplies to frontline healthcare during
the first month of the Covid-19 pandemic. The service was fantastic, I

“

“

Comms365 provided us with the continuum bonded device giving us a

ordered the product late morning and by 8pm the same day the device
was delivered, ready for use. Connectivity was flawless, for the whole
month we didn’t experience any drop in connectivity at all. I’d highly
recommend this company for your mobile connection solutions.
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